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THE CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR SERVICE PROVIDERS AND FUNDERS

Providers of services across long term care face increasing pressures in areas such as compliance and risk management, driving sustainable growth, managing cost, optimising resources and delivering high quality, person centred services — all in a challenging funding environment.

To help management meet these challenges and opportunities, leading providers are implementing operational improvements which allow them to:

- **SECURE REVENUE** by evidencing value to funders with live client outcome and service delivery data.
- **FOCUS ON PEOPLE NOT PAPER** by implementing paperless care and support processes.
- **REDUCE COSTS** by using work and case management tools to manage staff resources.
- **MANAGE QUALITY, RISK and COMPLIANCE** by using live “Management Dashboards” to track support plans, risk, quality and outcome indicators.
- **SUPPORT INCLUSION** by optimising staff resources and calendars around the person and their outcomes, care and support plans in a transparent manner.

iplanit - EVIDENCING VALUE AND PROMOTING PERSONALISATION

The iplanit suite is a secure, web based service for providers who are focused on evidencing value and person centred service delivery. It is used extensively by a wide range of regional and national providers, supporting people with disabilities, older people and mental health service users across the UK, Australia, New Zealand, Ireland and North America.

Uniquely in the market today, iplanit is the first and only comprehensive specialist case management solution for long term care. It meets service user, provider and funder needs in a uniquely person centered and accessible manner. It has been proven to deliver extensive benefits to providers, funders and service users in a wide range of settings including community based services, residential services, intensive support settings and “lighter touch” service settings.

These benefits have been evidenced by the many awards for innovation and service improvement over the past number of years.

“iplanit has quickly become a market leading solution for evidencing outcomes and supporting service user inclusion across the UK, and internationally. The potential to make a real difference for providers and the people they support is very significant”

Declan Kelly, CEO
Aspirico
iplanit BENEFITS

Benefits for People and Families
- BRING PLANS TO LIFE – Make your plans come alive through multimedia and images.
- MAKE PLANS HAPPEN – Ensure that your plan delivers what is really important to you.
- TAKE CONTROL – Manage your contacts, calendar, budgets and more.
- TRACK OUTCOMES – Keep track of activities you are doing and achieving.

Benefits for Management, Funders and Staff
- EASILY MANAGE MULTI SERVICE/MULTI LOCATION TEAMS – Executives can manage, track and report on plans, outcomes and KPI’s, all from one dashboard.
- IMPROVE QUALITY – Easily track internal and external quality and compliance and proactively manage quality programs.
- MANAGE RISK – Manage risk, compliance and incidents in an efficient and compliant manner.
- LOWER COSTS – Use web based referrals, schedules, calendars, collaboration and reporting to optimise staff resources and reduce inefficient paper based administration costs.
- SECURE REVENUE – Win more tenders by evidencing value based on live service quality and outcome data. Link service delivery, outcome achievement and claims processes.

iplanit FEATURES

- FULL CLIENT LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT
  Core solution from intake/referral process through to exit with 9 additional modules.
- MULTIMEDIA ENABLED PLANS
  Multimedia linked to accessible, easy to use sector specific screen layouts and provider specific plan templates.
- LIVE PROGRESS TRACKING
  Mobile, real-time tracking of progress and distance travelled.
- TEAM COLLABORATION
  Staff task scheduling, alerts and notifications, incidents and escalations. Cross team/agency messaging. Contact management, notes, logs and audit trails.
- STAFF SCHEDULES AND WORK MANAGEMENT
  Calendars, activity tracking, alerts and notifications, competency management, performance reviews.
- MANAGEMENT INFORMATION DASHBOARD
  Care and support plan data linked to service delivery and KPIs. Outcome data in an extensive suite of management reports.
- CONTRACT AND BUDGET MANAGEMENT
- QUALITY, RISK AND COMPLIANCE

“..."

Jo Clare, CEO.
Three Cs
Aspirico is a leading international software company focused exclusively on inclusive solutions for social care/human services and mental health. We are market leaders in the deployment of person centred care planning solutions which are used extensively across the UK and internationally. Our solutions are built around our core values of Evidencing Value, Inclusion, Transparency and Accountability. All Aspirico solutions are available on a secure infrastructure with hosted or on premise options.

Aspirico work in partnership with a wide range of market leading agencies, consultants and providers internationally to evolve iplanit to meet the changing needs of long term care.

For more information please contact us at:

Tel: +44 20 3693 7500  email: enquiry@aspirico.com  web: www.aspirico.com

"There is no doubt that commissioners we have done business with take it as a signal of intent about person centred planning and outcomes focus, and it has definitely given us an edge in competitive tendering."